Why Install A Backup Power Generator?
Halton Electric in Burlington knows that if you run a business, you likely rely on a fair
amount of electricity to run all the components of it — such as the point-of-sale
terminals, the lighting and all the other equipment.
So when there's a power interruption, Halton Electric wants you to be safe, not sorry.
Depending on the type of operation you're running, being without power can be
detrimental to the business and can cost you money with each passing minute. For
example, if you own a gym, the cardio equipment won't be activated. If you run a
restaurant, the expensive food stock in your freezers could be at risk. Those are just two
scenarios — think of the level of disruption if you scale that up to a manufacturing
operation.
Emergency power and standby power can be lifesavers in certain situations. Emergency
power will ensure your basic systems such as lighting, hardwired fire alarms and security
systems still work when the power is cut, for safety reasons. Standby power can go
above and beyond this, providing electricity for systems deemed necessary during an
outage so that you can still do business.
These systems are often designed with a commercial operation in mind — because as
mentioned earlier, time is money. Not being able to access services and equipment that
rely on electricity can cause a complete shutdown of a business. Depending on your
needs and power demands, you can determine which generator is more effective and
most economical for you.
If you're considering a backup generator, or have concerns about an existing unit, feel
free to contact the experts at Halton Electric. Their qualified team can also provide
residential services, including service upgrades and panel changes.
To find out more about what trusted electrical contractor Halton Electric can do for you,
visit the company’s website www.haltonelectric.com or call 905-335-2104.

